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1                      PROCEEDINGS

2      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  By the authority vested in

3 me by the Illinois Commerce Commission, I now call

4 Docket Number 13-0115.  This docket was initiated b y

5 Ameren Illinois Company doing business as Ameren

6 Illinois.  The petition concerns a request for a

7 Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity

8 pursuant to Section 8-406.1 of the Illinois Public

9 Utilities Act to construct, operate and maintain a

10 new 345 kV electric transmission line in Peoria

11 County, Illinois, and pursuant to Section 8-503, an

12 Order directing the project be built.

13               May I have the appearances for the

14 record, first on behalf of the petitioners.

15      MS. SEGAL:  This is Rebecca Segal and Albert

16 Sturtevant with Whitt Sturtevant, L.L.P., 180 North

17 LaSalle Street, Suite 2001, Chicago, Illinois 60657 .

18      MS. ARMSTRONG:  On behalf of the Staff of the

19 Illinois Commerce Commission, Kelly Armstrong and

20 Megan McNeill, 160 North LaSalle Street, Suite C-80 0,

21 Chicago, Illinois 60601.

22      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  And I have a
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1 couple of people here.  Do you want to come up to t he

2 table and state your name, your address and your

3 telephone number for the record?

4      MS. SMART:  My name is Kate Smart.  My address

5 is 4600 Mount Carmel Way, C-A-R-M-E-L, Peoria 61615 .

6 My phone number is area code (309) 696-2677.

7      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Ms. Smart, do you also have

8 an e-mail address?

9      MS. SMART:  Yes.  It is

10 MountCarmelway@gmail.com.

11      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Mt. Carmel, M-O-U-N-T?

12      MS. SMART:  C-A-R-M-E-L-W-A-Y @gmail.com.

13      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Thank you.  And?

14      MR. MYERS:  No, I don't think we want to.

15      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  You don't want to enter an

16 appearance this morning?

17      MS. MYERS:  Leon Myers, 10618 West Riekena Roa d

18 in Mapleton.  Phone is (309) 645-4239, and the e-ma il

19 address is dmyers@cairarae.net.

20      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  I am sorry, would you give

21 me your name one more time?

22      MS. MYERS:  Leon Myers.  My name is Debbie, bu t
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1 he is on the property list.

2      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Okay.  Sir, are you here to

3 participate in the Ameren transmission line docket?

4      MR. BURDETT:  Yes, I am.

5      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Would you like to enter you r

6 appearance for the record?

7      MR. BURDETT:  Trying to shut my GPS off.

8 Sorry.  Kerry Burdett.

9      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  And your address?

10      MR. BURDETT:  4825 North Koerner Road in

11 Peoria, Illinois.

12      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Telephone number?

13      MR. BURDETT:  (309) 251-2570.

14      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Thank you.  And do you have

15 an e-mail address?

16      MR. BURDETT:  Yes, I do.

17      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Would you mind giving that,

18 too?

19      MR. BURDETT:  Sure.  It is kdburdett@msn.com.

20      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Thank you.  Are there any

21 others wishing to enter an appearance?

22                      (No response.)
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1               Let the record show no response.

2               This matter comes on this morning for

3 a prehearing conference.  The purpose of today's

4 meeting is to set a schedule in this matter.  We ha ve

5 several people here who are not familiar with the

6 Illinois Commerce Commission proceedings, so I will

7 give an overview of what's going to happen in this

8 proceeding for your benefit.

9               As I have already explained to some o f

10 you, the Commerce Commission has an electronic

11 Clerk's office, so that if you wish to follow along

12 with the proceedings in this matter, you may do so by

13 going to the ICC website and entering this Docket

14 Number in the Clerk's -- under the Clerk's office a nd

15 then the whole file for this proceeding will come u p,

16 all the documents that are filed, the transcript fr om

17 today's proceeding and any other proceedings can be

18 found there.  It takes usually ten days to two week s

19 for a transcript to appear.  So if you want to foll ow

20 what's happening in this proceeding, all documents

21 except confidential documents will be accessible

22 online that way.
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1      MS. SMART:  What's considered confidential?

2      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Only things that would be

3 proprietary or something that would -- people's

4 Social Security numbers, things like that.  Most

5 things are not confidential.

6               As far as scheduling for this matter,

7 what we do here at the Illinois Commerce Commission

8 is we have written prefiled testimony as opposed to

9 what you normally see in court or on TV where peopl e

10 testify live.  Because these matters here at the

11 Commerce Commission are very complex, what happens is

12 we have a scheduling Order.  If you look on e-Docke t,

13 you will see that the Company has already filed

14 testimony supporting their petition.

15               What we will do today is set an

16 opportunity for anyone who wants to intervene and b e

17 active in this matter to have an opportunity to fil e

18 testimony.  The Commerce Commission has an expert

19 staff who will also be given an opportunity to file

20 testimony.

21      MS. SMART:  So do they file from a neutral

22 standpoint at the Commerce Commission as opposed to
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1 AmerenCILCO, which obviously is filing on their

2 behalf?

3      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  The purpose of the testimon y

4 of Staff is to provide the Commission with both the

5 benefits of the line and if they see that there are

6 any problems technically with how the Company wants

7 to do it or the route that they chose.

8               Once Staff and Intervenors have filed

9 any testimony that they may have, then the Company

10 will have an opportunity to file surrebuttal -- or

11 rebuttal testimony.  Sometimes there is also anothe r

12 set in the schedule for rebuttal testimony and

13 surrebuttal testimony.  If you are aware of this

14 proceeding, you are probably aware that this is an

15 expedited proceeding so we have a very short time

16 period in order to have the Commission make a

17 decision.  I am going to guess that the parties are

18 not going to propose rebuttal and surrebuttal

19 testimony.

20               After all the testimony is filed, we

21 will have an evidentiary hearing.  The purpose of t he

22 evidentiary hearing is for the witnesses to take th e
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1 stand, verify that the testimony that they have

2 already filed is true and accurate, and be present in

3 case anyone wants to ask them cross examination

4 questions on the subject of their testimony.

5      MS. SMART:  So during this person-to-person

6 testimony are you only allowed to testify based upo n

7 what you already entered in written form?

8      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Yes.

9      MS. SMART:  So anything that you want to

10 contribute needs to be contributed in written form

11 prior to the hearing.

12      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Exactly.

13               After the hearing, there will be an

14 opportunity for parties to file briefs setting fort h

15 their position in the matter.  And after briefs, if

16 the schedule allows, there will be reply briefs.  I

17 will write a Proposed Order which is what I will

18 suggest to the Commission they should find in this

19 proceeding.  After my Proposed Order is served on t he

20 parties, to the extent a party disagrees with any o f

21 my factual conclusions or legal conclusions, they

22 will be given the opportunity to file what is calle d
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1 a Brief on Exceptions which outlines what they

2 believe are the errors in the Proposed Order.

3               Generally, or sometimes at least,

4 there are also reply Briefs on Exceptions for parti es

5 to respond to each other's criticisms of the propos ed

6 Order, and then the Order goes to the Commission.

7 The Commission is the final decision maker.  So the y

8 may change the Order when it is before it them.

9               In a case like this which concerns th e

10 routing and the necessity of the transmission line,

11 for parties who wish to oppose either the need for

12 the line or the route that the line has taken, in

13 order to effectively oppose a line route, you have to

14 provide an alternative route or you have to

15 demonstrate why the line is not necessary.  In othe r

16 words, to say, no, that is not a good route is not

17 sufficient.  It does not give the Commission anythi ng

18 as far as where else the line should go should they

19 determine the line is necessary.

20               For individuals who wish to intervene ,

21 it is required that you file a verified Petition to

22 Intervene.  This is what let's everyone know who is
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1 participating in the docket.  Once -- if you do

2 intervene, you will be given notice of hearings and

3 things like telephone call-in numbers.  If you file  a

4 Petition to Intervene in the petition, it should

5 state what your interest is, in other words, if you

6 are a landowner, and whether or not you will accept

7 service by electronic means.

8               Generally here, and especially in a

9 case like this which is expedited, we do provide

10 service by electronic means because it is faster an d

11 we have a very limited amount of time to do things

12 here.

13      MS. SMART:  Is that something that needs to be

14 filed in court?

15      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  It needs to be filed with

16 our Clerk's office.  Our Clerk's office is just

17 straight ahead when you come in the door here.  You

18 can go and talk with them about it.  That can be

19 filed electronically or it can be mailed in.  And y ou

20 need to talk to them about what they require becaus e

21 they are very specific about what they require, and  I

22 will let them speak for themselves on that.
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1      MS. SMART:  Probably wise.

2      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  Are there any

3 other questions about the procedure?

4                      (No response.)

5               The other preliminary matter I have

6 is, I think as the parties know, Staff filed a moti on

7 to extend the 150-day deadline in this case which w as

8 granted by the Commission.  So the deadline has mov ed

9 from July 7 to September 20.

10               I received last week a motion filed b y

11 Ameren for a Protective Order.  Would Staff like an

12 opportunity to review the motion and file a respons e?

13 And that goes to anybody else who wishes to

14 intervene.

15      MS. ARMSTRONG:  Your Honor, Staff has reviewed

16 the Protective Order.  It is a little -- there is

17 some new information in it, it appears to Staff, wi th

18 respect to the critical energy infrastructure

19 information.  However, we have no objection to the

20 proposal.  So I am not sure if any other party wish es

21 to do it, but Staff has no objection.

22      MS. SMART:  In your lack of objection, did you
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1 consider the absolute necessity of this additional

2 transmission line?

3      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Let me answer that.  The

4 Motion for Protective Order simply asks that certai n

5 information that they are going to be filing, and f or

6 those of you who aren't aware, there is a requireme nt

7 that some routing for transmission lines and such n ot

8 be made public, some of the information, because of

9 the fear of Congress of terrorists and such, things

10 like that.  So the only thing that is in front of m e

11 as far as the Motion for Protective Order is the

12 request by Ameren that certain information that the y

13 think is confidential not be provided to the public .

14               Now, for individuals or parties who

15 intervene in this matter, if you look at the

16 information that is public and you say the

17 information that has been kept confidential is

18 something I absolutely have to have in order to sho w

19 my case, then you would talk to Ameren and see abou t

20 signing an agreement for confidentiality to say tha t

21 you would not publish that information or something .

22               In my experience it might very well b e
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1 true that you would never actually need the

2 confidential information because it is required to be

3 kept as narrow as possible because these are public

4 proceedings.

5               But if you wish an opportunity to

6 review the motion for confidential treatment, I can

7 set a little bit of time for you to review it, and if

8 you are going to intervene, either file a response or

9 let people know that you will not be filing a

10 response objecting to it.

11               All right.  I haven't heard anybody

12 say they want an opportunity to respond to the

13 motion, so I will take a look at the proposed

14 Protective Order and rule on it accordingly.  I

15 suspect it is pretty much probably in line with oth er

16 Protective Orders that the Commission has entered i n

17 the past.

18      MS. SEGAL:  That is correct, Your Honor.

19      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Thank you.  All right.  The

20 next thing I have is scheduling.  Does anyone have a

21 scheduling proposal?

22      MS. SEGAL:  Your Honor, Staff and the Company
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1 have agreed upon a proposed schedule for this case.

2 Do you want me to go ahead and read off our propose d

3 dates?

4      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Please do.

5      MS. SEGAL:  We propose Staff and Intervenor

6 direct testimony be due on Wednesday, April 10.

7 Company rebuttal will be due Wednesday, May 8.  Sta ff

8 and Intervenor rebuttal testimony Thursday, May 30,

9 with Company surrebuttal testimony due on Friday,

10 June 7.  We have a status set for June 11 which is a

11 Tuesday; an evidentiary hearing on June 13 and 14

12 which is Thursday and Friday; simultaneous initial

13 briefs Monday, July 1; with simultaneous reply brie fs

14 and any proposed Draft Orders on Monday, July 15.

15 The ALJ PO would be due Tuesday, August 6, and, if

16 necessary, BOEs Tuesday, August 13 and RBOEs, if

17 necessary, Tuesday, August 20.

18      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  What she

19 referred to as being on August 6 is the

20 Administrative Law Judge's Proposed Order.  That's

21 the Proposed Order that I talked about that I would

22 be serving on the parties.
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1      MS. SMART:  Can you go through that list again

2 for those of us who aren't familiar with the terms?

3      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Sure, I will read it back t o

4 you.

5               Staff and Intervenor testimony due on

6 April 10.

7      MS. SMART:  So that's ICC Staff?

8      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Staff and, should you

9 intervene, your testimony.  Intervenor refers to

10 anybody else besides Company and Staff.

11               Company rebuttal testimony on May 8;

12               Staff/Intervenor rebuttal testimony o n

13 May 30;

14               Company surrebuttal testimony on June

15 7;

16               A status hearing on June 11.  That

17 would be for the purpose of people exchanging

18 information regarding estimated cross times, if the y

19 had questions for any witness who provided testimon y

20 and how much time they thought it would take.

21               The actual evidentiary hearing June 1 3

22 and 14;
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1               Initial briefs July 1;

2               Reply briefs July 15;

3               The Proposed Order from me August 6;

4               Briefs on Exception August 13;

5               And Reply Briefs on Exceptions August

6 20.

7      MS. SMART:  So the Brief on Exceptions is the

8 first -- on August 15, is that by the Company or by

9 us?  By the Company or landowners?

10      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  It depends on who gets what

11 they want in my Order.  Whoever is happy is probabl y

12 not going to file a Brief on Exceptions.  But if my

13 Order makes someone unhappy, they are very likely t o

14 file a Brief on Exceptions.

15               And I have down August 13 for that.

16 Is that -- I might have misspoken.

17      MS. SEGAL:  It is August 13.

18      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  I am going to

19 take a minute and look at my calendar for the heari ng

20 dates and see if those will work for me.

21      MS. MYERS:  Will all those dates be online?

22      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  Yes, they will be in the
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1 transcript which will go online in about ten days.

2      MS. SMART:  During your administrative decisio n

3 on August 6, that includes things like where the li ne

4 will be laid as well as what prices will be paid fo r

5 the land?

6      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  No, the prices for the land

7 are not going to be a subject in this proceeding at

8 all.  The only thing that the Commission is going t o

9 consider is whether the line is necessary to serve

10 customers and whether the route that has been chose n

11 by Ameren is appropriate.

12      MS. MYERS:  So the Commission won't have

13 anything to do with pricing for the land?

14      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  No, no.  That is something

15 that is subject to negotiation between Ameren and t he

16 property owners.  And if the line is approved by th e

17 Commission and the route is approved by the

18 Commission and Ameren is unable to get the line --

19 the property rights through negotiation, then Amere n

20 may ask to proceed under eminent domain.  But in th at

21 second proceeding the route is not a question any

22 more.  The only question then would be the pricing
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1 for the land, and that would not be in front of the

2 Illinois Commerce Commission.  That would be in

3 circuit court.

4      MS. SMART:  But doesn't the price that Ameren

5 pays for the land contribute to where the best line

6 is, I mean, the best route?  Because if some routes

7 are closer to a city, they are going to be more

8 expensive.

9      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  I think if you look at the

10 Ameren direct testimony that they filed, I haven't

11 read it all, but I would suspect that they are goin g

12 to have in there estimates of how much things will

13 cost but not exact amounts.  And if you were to loo k

14 at that, their testimony on the costs, the projecte d

15 costs of the land, and you believe you have

16 information which would tell the Commission they ha ve

17 completely misjudged the cost of the land there, th at

18 might be relevant in this area, but not a specific

19 dollar amount for a landowner.

20      MS. SMART:  Okay.

21      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  I have looked at the dates

22 that are proposed for the status hearing and the
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1 evidentiary hearing, and those are fine with me.  I

2 have no objection to the schedule that has been

3 agreed to between Ameren and Staff.  Does anybody

4 else have any comment on the schedule proposed?

5      MS. ARMSTRONG:  Your Honor, this is Kelly

6 Armstrong for Staff.  My only request would be, on

7 June 11, I have another status at 9:30 a.m. that da y

8 so if we could do it a little bit later in the

9 morning as we typically do, I would appreciate it.

10      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  Are you looking

11 at ten o'clock or 10:30.

12      MS. ARMSTRONG:  My other status is at 9:30.  S o

13 ten o'clock or 10:30 should be fine.

14      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  Then those date s

15 will be fine.  I will set that status hearing for t en

16 o'clock.  And depending on how much cross examinati on

17 is will determine whether the hearing on June 13

18 begins at 9:00 or at 10:00.

19               One other thing that I haven't

20 mentioned yet for people who are considering

21 intervening is that discovery is allowed in

22 Commission proceedings.  If you have questions abou t
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1 information that only the Company would have, you m ay

2 serve what is called Data Requests on the Company

3 asking for that particular data.

4               Normally, there is a four-week

5 turnaround time for the Company to respond to data

6 requests.  Given the expedited nature of this

7 proceeding, Ms. Segal and Staff, are you willing to

8 agree to a two-week turnaround time for data

9 requests?

10      MS. SEGAL:  The Company is willing, Your Honor .

11      MS. ARMSTRONG:  That's fine with Staff, Your

12 Honor.

13      JUDGE VON QUALEN:  All right.  If there become s

14 a problem with -- normally, I am never copied on

15 anything in regards to discovery.  That's something

16 that takes place between the parties.  If there is a

17 problem with discovery, however, then I need to

18 become involved, which means someone needs to file a

19 motion and copy all the parties and myself and put

20 the question up there.  And in a case like this, wi th

21 an expedited deadline, that needs to be done very

22 quickly as soon as the problem arises because we wi ll
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1 have to do some kind of a motion practice or have a

2 status hearing and get it sorted out very quickly.

3               I think that's all the notes that I

4 have for things that need to be raised this morning .

5 Does anybody have anything else?

6                      (No response.)

7               All right then, we will adopt the

8 schedule that was proposed by Staff and the Company ,

9 and we will continue this matter to June 11, 2013, at

10 10:00 a.m.  Telephone participation and that will b e

11 allowed if notice is provided in advance as to how it

12 is going to be conducted.

13               Thank you, all.

14                      (Whereupon the hearing in this

15                      matter was continued until Jun e

16                      11, 2013, at 10:00 a.m. in

17                      Springfield, Illinois.)
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